A problem with coded-mask telescopes is the achievable angular resolution. For example, with the standard cross-correlation (CC) analysis, the INTEGRAL IBIS/ISGRI angular resolution is about 13'. We are currently investigating an iterative Lucy-Richardson (LR) algorithm. The LR algorithm can be used effectively when the PSF is known, but little or no information is available for the noise. This algorithm maximizes the probability of the restored image, under the assumption that the noise is Poisson distributed, which is appropriate for photon noise in the data, and converges to the maximum likelihood solution. We have modified the classical LR algorithm, adding non-negative constraints. It doesn't take into account of the features leading to a difference in PSF depending on position in the field of view (dead pixels, gaps between modules etc), which are easily corrected for in the classical CC analysis, so we must correct for these either after the restoration of the image or by modifing the data before the sky reconstruction. We present some results using real IBIS data indicating the power of the proposed reconstruction algorithm.
Introduction
The process of image formation can be described with the system of linear equations P f + n = d where P is the PSF, f is the unknown object, d are data and n is noise. This is true also for coded mask telescopes as IBIS/Integral (8) , where the images are usually formed using the CC techique (2) , where the intensity is given by c = P T d, given by multiplying Eq.1 by the transpose of P. Some of the disadvantages of the CC decoding is the presence of negative values in c, and of 'ghost' sources which must be cleaned from the final image.
At the beginning of the 90's the Chinese scientists Li T.P. e Wu. M. (5, 3) proposed to directly solve the image equation using Direct Demodulation. To make the deconvolution from the data to the object space, they wrote a bounded minimum problem that is solved with iterative algorithms including LR.
We have started an investigation into the possible advantages of using a LR-type iterative deconvolution technique in order to overcome some of the limitations in the CC reconstruction as mentioned above. In this preliminary analysis presented herein, we have used both simulated and real data from the IBIS/ISGRI instrument (4), but without taking into account complications such as energy band selection, instrumental features, instrumental noise, etc.
The Lucy-Richardson algorithm
The LR algorithm (6, 7) maximizes the probability of the restored image, under the assumption that the noise is Poisson distributed, which is appropriate for photon noise in the data, and converges to the maximum likelihood solution. It's an iterative technique where the k th estimate of the decoded sky is derived from the (k-1) th estimate by:
where M is the PSF of the instrument and b is the background. The non-negativity is guaranteed by the Eq.2.1 itself. (1) Choices that affect the quality of the reconstructed image are:
• The iteration number k plays the role of regularization parameter: it should be chosen so that there is the minimum amount of noise amplification.
• The system PSF must be constructed in the most realistic way, to include all features that modify the original signal.
• The initial image must be chosen carefully. Pixels with zero counts in the initial image remain zero in the reconstructed image. If the initial image is non-negative, all the following iterations have non-negative values.
Check in terms of spatial resolution and sensitivity
We have simulated data obtained using the ISGRI instrument of INTEGRAL/IBIS. A typical data distribution consists of a 128 × 128 array of photon counts over a 130 × 134 geometrical matrix (due to the gaps between element modules). The data are then introduced into the iterative analysis using the mask pattern (resampled at the same level as the data) as the PSF.
Results with simulated data
We have simulated two strong sources in the FCFOV at varying angular separations, adding a Poisson background distribution with constant mean value of 5000 counts/pxl and fixed the iteration number to the constant value of 200. Fig.1 shows a situation where the two equal intensity sources are separated by the theoretical resolution limit of 13 arcminutes. The image is deconvolved using a standard correlation analysis (left) where, while it is evident that the two sources are not consistent with the PSF, they are not resolved. On the right it's showed the LR deconvolution output where the two sources are clearly well separated. In Fig.1 are also shown the line profiles of the reconstructed source.
We also simulate one source with a varying intensity with respect to the background (Fig.2 ). The situation where the source is scaled by a factor of 0.01 is shown. The scale factor affects the SNR and the value of the intensity peak. 
Results with IBIS/Integral data
We have started using also real Science Windows from INTEGRAL/IBIS in order to perform a preliminary investigation of the LR applicability to real data. We have used four SCW (a GRB, one around the Crab, one around Cygnus X-1 and another in the Galactic Centre). Fig.3 show the results of the analysis using standard correlation analysis (up) and the LR algorithm (down). LR doesn't into account of the features leading to a difference in PSF depending on position in the field of view (dead pixels, gaps between modules etc), which are easily corrected for in the classical CC analysis. We must correct for these either after the restoration of the image or by modifing the data before the sky reconstruction.
Study of the Galactic Center science window.
We present a detailed study of the SCW in the Galactic Centre with pointing coordinates (ra,dec) = (17 46 17.18; -28 59 58.8). In Tab. 1 are reported data of the four main sources that we can resolve with LR algorithm. As we can see in the upper Fig.4 , LR algorithm reconstrucs sources with an higher SNR and with a better resolution than CC. Until now we have imposed that all sources have an equal probability to be in the FCFOV or in the PCFOV. If we look at the total FOV we see some edge effects at the corners of the reconstructed image. Instead, if we assume that sources could only be found in the FCFOV, we find a dirtier image. One advantage of the LR algorithm is that if we allow source construction throughout the FCFOV, no ghosts are created by the analysis and so no extra cleaning is required.
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Simulation of sources in the PCFOV.
We simulate two sources: the first strong source is in the PCFOV and the second one is in the FCFOV and its intensity is one-third of that of the PCFOV source. It was supposed that there is the same probability to find sources in the FCFOV and in PCFOV. similar to that found in the case of CC, with the vertical feature related to the PCFOV source.
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A first view: simulation of an extended source
We simulate a 29-pixels source in the FCFOV. We have added a Poisson background distribution with constant mean value of 5000 counts/pxl and fixed the iteration number to the constant value of 200. In Fig. 6 we show some preliminary results. 
Conclusion
Even though this investigation is in the very early stages, we can see that the use of advanced decoding techniques such as the modified LR described here could be useful in extracting the maximum amount of information possible both from instruments without strong intrinsic angular resolution as well as those, such as coded aperture imagers which have already a good imaging capacity. In particular it is clear that the maximum angular resolution obtainable, at least in the case of strong sources, is not determined by the mask element dimensions but mainly by the detector pixel size. This investigation is continuing computing physical quantities as SNR, flux and errors. We will use both more complex simulations in conjunction with more crowded INTEGRAL/IBIS fields and the mosaicing of series of exposures.
